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I. GENERAL. 

The object of the following paper is threefold; first, to call attention to an error 
which is spreading through scientific books !1ud does injustice to Newton's wOl·k in 
optics; secondly, to point out the extraordinary fact that not only Newton's method but Ids 

actual expe1"iments were fully s'lt//icient, with O1'dina'1'!J tUell, to show the dm·!t lines in the solar spec~ 
t1'um, while, as we know, he did not see them; thirdly, to suggest that a republication of' 
the last edition of Newton's" Opticks" is of sufficient value to students of science of the 
present day to justify the outlay. l'he book is not easy of access, yet much may be 
learned from the acconnt of the original experiments; moreover, when one writer, not 
having the original at hand, copies from another statements concerning it, error easily 
arises and is readily propagated. It would be most fitting that N ewton's own university 
should undertake this repUblication. -

The error I wish to point out is the statement that Newton never used. the slit in 
producing the spectrum, and therefore couldl1ot have producecl homogeneous light, that 
is, as I take it, sufIiciently homogeneous to show the dark lines in. the solar spectrum. 

The following quotations may be submitted :-

Roscoe (" Spectrum Analysis," 1869, p. 22) says: "The first person who obsenTed 
these da,rk lines was Dr. Wollaston. Newton did not observe them, and for the good rea
son that he allowed the light to fall on the prism from a round hole in the shutter."
"If he had allowed the light to pass through a fine vertical slit, and if this slit of light, 
if we may use such a term, had then fallen upon the prisms, placed so that the edge of 
the refracting angle is parallel to the t:llit, he would have observed that the solar spectrum 
is not continuous, but broken up by pel'manent dark lines." 

Lockyer (" l'he Spectroscope," 1873, p. 18) says: "It is very cm'ious, however, that 
Newton, although he made many experiments on prisms, really omitted one of the most 
important points."-" Newton made a I'ound hole in a shutter for his experiments, 
but we now know he ought not to have done that: he ought to have made a slit; but 
this did not come out until 1802, when Dr. Wollaston, by merely using a slit instead of a 
ronnd hole, made a tremendous step in advance." 
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Iu Pm'ldnson's ., Optics, II second edition, 1866 (a Ca,mbridge book), the same error is 
contained, not a::; a direct statement, but by implica.t.ion, for, after describing Newton's 
experiment with a small aperhue, it says, p. 149: "Instead of a very small aperture 
Wollaston and Fraunhofcr admitted the snn's light through a very narrow slit, the 
efi€wt of the slit being to give all assemblage of innumerable linear spectnl. placed side 
by side." 

Proctor (" Spectroscope," 1877, p, 16) does not seem to be aware that Newton had 
used a narrow slit, for although he l'crers to his using an "oblong" aud a, "triangular" 
aperture tLS well as other sh~,pes, yet it appears, from his contrasting these with ,Vollas
ton's use of a slit as well as from his dil1g'ram, that he considered the triangles (eq uilatel'al) 
and the" oblong's" to be l1bout the same size as the round hole also employed by Newton. 
It appears, howtwOl', more defl1litely from his work on "l'11e Sun" (p, 101, 1872) that he 
shared the common error. He says: "Wollaston fOUlld that when, instead of a circular, 
trianguln,r 01' oblong apeTtul'c, a V01'y llttl'l'OW slit is employed, light of certain degrees of 
Tefl'allgibility is absent fl'om the solar beam;" and 011 the same page he remi1rks: "This 
mode of viewing the spectrum bea.l's the samo l'elation to Newton's pIa,n ," etc, He does 
not appeal' to have eonsultecl vVollastoll's original paplH', for he says: ,. The spectrnm seen 
by Wollaston was not eontinuous, but crossed by two da.rk lines pn,ullol to the slit," 
whereas Wollaston states thttt he sa.w si.:c linos. OUl'iouHly cnough, Parkinson also says: 
"Two of the fixed lines, probably E and F, ha,d been discov,m~d by Wollaston previous to 
the experiments of Fl'aunhofer," Yet Sir Da,vicl BrC\VHtel' (H Opties," 1853, p. !H) says of 
them: "These six lines are fonnd to correspond with those mi1Tked 13, D, b, F, G and Ii " 
[by Fraunhofel'l, 

Heath's" Geomeh'ioal Optics" (Cuombridge, 1887) alludes (p, 195) to Newton's experi
ments with a small circular hole only, remarking (p. 196) that "the colours will not bo 
thoroughly separated; the speetrum is then snid to be impure." How a pl11'0 spectrum 
may be obta~llcd is desel'ibec1 immediately i1fterwal'ds, without any reference to Newton, 

I hied-tio draw attention to this geneml e1'1'or by a letter whieh appeal'ed in 'Nature' 
in October, 1882, and should hardly have referred to it again had it not been for the l'eeUl'
renee of the same statement in Sir William Thomson's "Popular Lectures" (vol. i, p, 324, 
1889), where he says: "Newton never used a narrow beam of light, and so could not 
have had a homogeneous spectrum." The lecture was 011 "The Wave Theory of Light," 
and given in Philadelphia in 1884, 

The weight of Sir Wi.lliam Thomson's name is so deservedly g'reat that this statement 
by him is likely to greatly extend the prevalence of the errol', The republieation of the 
original work, now so clifficult to procure for consultation, seems the best way of obviating· 
t.his and othel' mistakes concel'ning it. Meanwhile I make the following extracts from 
the first edition (1704), in which it will be noticed that Newton used the lens also, 
although not to make the rays parallel. 

In Prop, 4, Bk. I, of the " Opti.cks," 1704, Newton proposes the problem to find a pure 
spectrum, 01', as he words it, "To separate from one another the Hetel'ogeneous Rays of 
Compound Light." 

After showing at some length (p. 47) why he uses a lens to ,I diminish the mixture 
of the Rays," he describes experiment 11, first with al'ot1nd hole, and afterwards with a slz't, 
as follows: 
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"In the Sun's Light, let into my darkened Ohamber through a smal1l'oulld hole in 
my Window-shut, at about 10 or 12 feet fmm the Window, I placed a Lens, by which 
the image of the hole might be distinctly cast upon a sheet of white Paper, placed at the 
distance of six, eight, ten 01' twelve Feet fl'om the Lens. For according to the difference 
of the Lenses I used various distances, w hieh I think not w01'th the while to describe. 
'1'he11 immediately aftel' the Lens I placed a Prism, by ""hich the trajected Light might 
be refracted either upwards or sideways, and thereby the l'ound image which the Lens 
alone did cast upon the Paper might be drawn out into a long 0110 'with Parallel Sides, 
as in the ThiTd Experiment." The" oblong" image thus formed he Toceiyed upon another 
paper placed by b'ial "at the just distance whel'e the Rectilinear Sides of the Image 
became most distinct." In this case, he says, "the circulul' images of the hole extended 
into one anothe1' the least they could." "By using a g1'ea,tel' 01' less hole in the Window
shut" he made "the Oircular Images to become greater or less at pleasure," and th81'eby 
the "mixture of the Rays ill the Image to be as much or as little" as he desiTed. " By 
this means," (p. 49) "I made the breadth of the image to be fOTty times and sometimes 
sixty or seventy times less than its length." 

"Yet," he goes on to say (p. 49), " instead of the ciTcnlal' hole F 'Us better to substitute 
an oblong hole shaped Wee a long Parallelogram, with its length parallel to the Prism. For if 
this hole be an Inch or two long, and but a tenth or twentieth pm't qf a1~ Inch b1"Oad 01' nan'ower, 

the Light of the Image will be as Simple as before 01' Simpler, and the Image will become 
much broader, and the1'efo1'O more fit to have Experiments t.ried ill its Light than before." 

Instead of this "PaTallelogram-hole," he says, "may be substituted a Triangular one 
of equal sides, whose Base, for instance, is about the tenth paTt of an Inch, and its height 
an Inch or more." The edge of Lhe prism is, of course, placed paTalle] to the pBl'Pendicu
la1' of the triangle. "The Image will now he f01'med of Equicl'ul'al 1.'riangles."
" These triangles are a little intermingled at their Bases but not at their Vertices," and 
therefore "the light 'Nhere the Bases of the Triangles are is a little compounded, but on 
the dal'ker side is altogethe1' uncompounded." 

He is. cal'eful in mentioning precautions to be attended to in t.he experiments-the 
exclusion of foreign light from the chamber, a. good lens, a prism of lal'ge angle, "suppose 
of 70 degrees, and to be well wrought, being made of Glass free from Bubbles and 
Veins," etc. 

In the above des('.l'iption I haye italicized the hreadth of the hole, the "twentieth 
parth of an Inch" " or na.rrower," because" :luth of an inch broad" is the statement which 
Wollaston makes about the width of the" c1"evice" which he used when he discoyered the 
dade lines. It is curious that Proctor should have referred to Newton's expe1'iments with 
the "oblong" apEn'ture and not have noticed that it "vas narrow enough to be called a 
"slit." Neither Newton nor Wollaston use the term slit themselves, but this tel'm, 01' 

rather" a narrow slit," is applied in a description of Newton's expel'imenls.given in an 
account of Newton's optics (64 pages) published in "The Optics," issued in the "Library 
of Useful Knowledge" (1830). Lloyd," Light and Vision" (1831) al1d "Wave Theory of 
Light," refe1's correctly to the experiments also, although he does not employ the word 
"sliL" Where lhe eITO), fiTst crept in I have not the means of determining. 

Wollaston's account of his own discovery is in a paper in the 'Philosophical Trans-
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actions' for 1802, p. 378, where he says: "If a beam of daylight be admitted into a dark 
room by a c1'evice one-twentieth of an inch b1'oad, and recei ved by the eye at a distance of ten 
01' twelve feet through a prism of flint glass free jt'omveins" (italicized by W olluston), 
" held near the eyes, the beam is seen to be separated into the four following colours only, 
red, yellowish-gl'een, blue and violet." In a din.gram accompanying the paper he notes 
the lines, four of which he considers as bounda,ries of the colours. They are six in all, 
Of two of them he attempts 110 explanation. He changed the ma,terials of the prism, but 
found no alteration in the lines while he used solar light, But using candle light and 
the electric light he found the appearances, which, says he, "I cannot undertake to 
explain," different. 

That Newton did not see the dark lines is very remaTkable when we consider the 
great number and variety of his expm·iments. Among the causes assigned for this it is 
said, or hp.plied, that Newton always received the speotrum on a screen, whereas "Vollas
ton saw the lines by simply looking through the prism .. But Newton mentions tha,t he 
looked through the prism also (Prop. iI, Bk. I, p. 22), but it was at the round hole about 
a quarter of an inch in diameter. If he had been using' the slit on this occasion he might 
have anticipatecl Wollaston. The other chief cause assigned is that he never used a slit 
or lens, and did not understand the advantages of them. But, on the contrary, we see 
that Newton was perfectly aware of the advantages of a narrow slit. In his eleventh 
experiment he uses a circular hole one-tenth of an inch in diameter. After this he men
tions a slit one-tenth of an inch broad, thon one one-twentieth of an iuoh, then "naT
rowel,," and, he remarks, "the light will be as simple as before or simpler, and the image 
will become much bl'oader, and therefore mOTe fit to have experiments hied in its light 
than before." But he goes farther still in comparing the effects of different bTeadths of' 
the slit; for in taking the long, narrow, isosceles tl'iangular opening he makes its base 
the same as the diameter of the circular hole above refened to, namely, one-tenth of an 
inch, and its perpendicular height being an inch or more, the width of this slit tapers 
oft from Oil e-tenth of an inch to nothing. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL. 

While getting this paper l'(>,ady fOl' the pl'inteT I took some oppOl'tunities f01' l'epea.ting 
the experiments in which Newton used the slit and lens, as closely as possib1e in Newton's 
own manner, not expecting much fTOm them as regal'ds the dad\.: lines, as I had never seen. 
any hint given that the lines might be seen in this way, yet thinking that, with a pre
vious knowledge 9ftheir existence, they would be visible on careful inspection, fl,nd that 
in the experiments as performed by N Gwton they might have been overlooked, because 
of his ontTusting the division of the Golours (in seeking for which Wo11aston discovered 
these lines) chiefly to an assistant, in whose eyes he had more confidence than in his 
own. 

Newton's method.-Newton's method, as may be seen by a comparison of di:ffeTent 
places in the" Opticks" and also by the instance he quotes in Experiment 11, was to place 
the lens at or about double its focal length fl'om the aperture, by which meanS an image 

-of the same size as the aperture might be received on a white paper screen a.bout the same 
distance beyond the lens, then to put the prism immediately behind the lens, receive the 
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spectrum in the position of minimum deviation on a white paper screen and examine it, 
This method I followed closely, letting the light pass through the prism as neal' the 
Tefracting edge as possible. The sunlight was thrown on the slit by a heliostat worked 
by the hand (the" porte-lumiere" of Duboseq). The slit wus one of variable width 
belongil1g to the Duboscq collection of apparatus. 

Experiments with slit and oqject-glasses if telescopes, elc.-I was naturally surprised to 
find that it was absolutely impossible to overlook the lines even when the slit was openeil 
to the widest extent that Newton mentions. The number seen at any ono time val'ied 
according to the prism or lens used or the brightness of the day, or the width of the slit, 
but they were always plainly visible on the speciTum. One bright day, when the width 
of the slit was about t mm" I counted thirty-eight distinct lines, without reckoning 
others which were yague in outline. They were distinct enough to be visible to half a 
dozen persons 01' morc at the same time. Afterwards, opening the slit to one-tenth oj an 
inch (the widest used by Newton), I saw plainly ten daTk lines on the white paper screen. 
I ought to say that I was careful always to find the exact distance at which they weTe 
best defined, but I did not take any special pains to exclude foreign light, finding that 
the daTkness sufficient for leci m'e pUTposes was quite enough for all I wanted. I made 
expeTiments with three diffeTent prisms, viz., one by Duboscq for prqjection experiments, 
another belonging to a Duboscq spectroscope, the thiTd was very inferior in its actioll to 
either of these. I also used three difib'entlenses-one belonging to a Dollond telescope, 
of three feet six inches focal lellglh; the second belonged also to a telescope of somewhat 
greateT focal length ; the thhd was simply the Duboscq lens used for pTqjection experi
ments. 

On seeing the results, I came io the conclusion at once that it was exceedingly impro
bable that they had not been published before, although I had found no mention of them 
in any English work that I had been able to coneult (nor have I -yet) ; nor had I found 
any allusion to them in J amin's "Traite de Physique" (1881), n01' in Daguin's (1862), 
although on re-examining this I found something like the experiments, two slits, however, 
being used. But on examining Pouillet (yol. ii, p. 208, 1853), there I found this method 
Tecommended and connected with Newton's name. In an earlier French work (Lame, 
1840) the same method is Tecommended, but nothing is said about Newton. 

0i7'cula1' Ttole.-In Expedment 11 Newton used a circulm' hole of one-tenth of an 1:nch 
diameter, Nothing is said of experimenting with this ill the above manner in any of the 
books I have referred to, but on examining the spectrum due to it and formed in this way 
I saw JOU?" lines very distinctly. 

The above experiments, conducted after Newton's method and showing that it gave 
a spech'um pl11'e enough to show as many as thirty-eight lines, were nevertheless not 
conducted under a condition by which Newton was restricted. I think it has been 
sometimes forgotten by writers on this subject that Newton had no achromatic lens, and 
that he could not, if he would, have made all the rays fall parallel on the prism by means 
of n, collimating' lens. In Experiment 11 he used seveTal different lenses, as may be seen 
fTom the extract given above. The dispersion pTOduced by any of them was probably 
great enough to prevent the appearance of dark lines. It seems probable that the same 
enOl' which led him to despair of the construction of an achromatic lens did, as another 
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consequence, deprive him of the discovery of the dark lines. It was not, however, an 
inevitable conseqnence, as may be seen by making the expeTiment with a Cl'own glass 
lens alone, as he diel. 

Expe1'imenl with a crown glass lens.-For this pnrpose I sepaTated the parts of one of 
the object glasses that I had used previously, and tried fmther what could he done with 
the crown glass convex lens thus obtained. Its focal length was eighteen inches and 
aperture two and three-quarter inches. The results are as follows: 

With the slit of one-half mm. width I counted on one occasion ten dark lines, and on 
()thel'S eight. 

Widening the slit to one-twentieth of an 
four lines, viz, E, b, F and G, of Fraunhofer. 
fo onerlook them. 

inch (a width mentioned by Newton), I saw 
I noted at the time that it was quite impossible 

Opening the slit still farther to the widest extent 1'eco1'ried by Newton, viz., one-tenth of an 
inch, two lines (F and G) were still visible, and impossible to be overlooked. TheTo were also 
traces of others. This experiment was repeated mOTe than onco, with the same result. 

Round lIole-1 tried also a round hole. When the diameter was one-twentieth of au 
inch I still could see one line (G), but with a width of one-tenth inch could see none. 

The following is a summary of the conclusions anived at : 

1. That if Newton had had an acllTomatic lOllS, his method was so effective that it 
would have been impossible for the dark lines in the spectrum to have escapBd his noticn 
whether he used a slit or even a 1'011lld hole one-tenth of au iuch in diameter, without 
taking into account the slit one-twentieth of an inch" and llarrOWBr " 

2. That even with a crown glass lens tho lines must have been seen had he been 
ordinarily fortunate in the particular lens used. 

3. That the rise of the enol' concerning the slit seems to have been contemporaneous 
with the introduction of spectrum analysis, judging from the dates given above. 


